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Announcing the London Chapter's Annual Summer Picnic
and Second Annual Golf Tourney
Saturday, July 18th, 2-9 P.M.
East Park Golf Club, Hillside Area "C"

Once again, the London Chapter's summer
picnic will be hosted at the East Park golf course
in east London. Bring your own lawn chair, salad,
and something for the B.B.Q. The Chapter will
also provides some of the picnic basics and, oh no,
B.B.Q. Chefs! No Alcoholic beverages are allowed, so bring lots of fruit punch. East Park has
an 18-hole golf course, a driving and chipping
range, mini-putt, a water slide and go-kart track,
and a refreshment stand, so there is lots for
everyone to do (sorry Christine, adults are not
allowed on the go-karts). A Golf Tournament will
begin at 10:00 A.M. for those inclined to show off
their power with a putter and revive the competition from last year (Last year Chris Ellis tied for
the win during the golf tourney and devistated the
competition in the mini-putt challenge, so he's the
man to beat!). Also, reviving another lost tradition, there can be a late afternoon softball game
for interested participants. Contact Neal Ferris
at 55 Centre St (433- 8401) for further details.
See you there!!!!!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
Mea culpa! Sorry for the delay. It appears that the London Chapter Editorial
team is developing a new tradition, whereby the "May" issue of Kewa is May in spirit
only, and in reality is a mid-summer publication! Not much to report however. Sales of
our publications were a modest sucess at the recent SAA meetings. Also, a number of
enthusiastic individuals from the States purchased Main Body memberships, commenting
on the great things they've heard about our society (there were even a few comments
of "is this where I can get that KEWA thing I keep seeing cited?")! A big THANKS to
those Chapter members who volunteered their time to help us out during the meetings.
Chapter members attended the public meeting held by the Ontario Heritage Act
review committee here in London on June 3. However the Chapter declined to make a
verbal presentation at the meeting, opting to submit a written brief to the committee
by the July 30th deadline. Two archaeologists did speak at the meeting, both voicing
concerns over the present practice of licencing archaeologists. While we would agree
with both speakers that there needs to be improvement in the entire licencing process,
the Chapter cannot accept the criticism of one of the speakers, who suggested that
avocational archaeologists have no business receiving archaeological licences from the
Ontario Government (the implication being that only people with "formal" training
should be allowed to do archaeology in this province). For some rather obvious reasons,
we feel strongly that avocational archaeologists do have something to contribute to
Ontario archaeology, and, through the guidance of avocational programs such as those
sponsored by the Ontario government and the Ontario Archaeological Society, these
individuals can provide both valuable data and information in regards to local
archaeological sites and sequences, as well as being much more capable of promoting
archaeological awareness in their local community. While the Chapter feels that this
province's archaeological heritage needs to be carefully and properly conserved and
managed, we also feel that this responsibility is not one to be coveted by a few
self-interested archaeologists whose claim to professionalism is based on academic
abilities and focus. Rather, this province's archaeological heritage is the responsibility,
concern and resource of the entire archaeological community. Over the past decade
archaeology has taken on new forms (ie. consulting, research and avocational
conservation archaeology), and individuals from each of these areas must be recognized
as having a legitimate and important role in Ontario archaeology. Such is the case in
other areas of provincial heritage, and so too should it be here. There is indeed room
for many different types of archaeologists, and over the past decade we have seen the
avocational and professional communities come closer together, working together to
achieve that goal which is, one assumes, shared by all archaeologists - the better
understanding and continual protection of our archaeological heritage. The Chapter has
to be concerned with the view presented to the review meeting on June 3. For us, this
view can only hurt Ontario archaeology, by causing factionalism and ill-will within our
community, comprising professional and avocational archaeologists alike. There are so
many problems constantly threatening what remains of this province's archaeological
heritage, shouldn't we be looking for ways to better unify and fight together for what
we all are concerned with? The Chapter hopes to convey this and other concerns when
we submit our brief to the Heritage Act review committee at the end of July.
SOCIAL REPORT
At the back of this issue is a list of London Chapter members as of June 1, 1987.
At present we have 114 individuals as members of the Chapter, and another 12
institutional members, giving the Chapter a total of 126 KEWA mailings per month...no
wonder we always seem to be rushing to get the next newsletter out on time!

We have arranged to hold our summer picnic at East Park once again, this time on
July 18th. The cover of this issue has the details. We will again be hosting a concurrent Pro-Am golf tourney, mini-putt challenge, etc. Considering the success of last
year's event, this year's picnic should be a good time. See you there!
To date we have yet to receive even one response to the proposed Bus Trip for
Labour Day weekend. It should be emphasized that unless we get at least 6-8 people
signed up for the trip by July 1, it will be cancelled. So, all you people who want to
go but have yet to bother filling in your form, please do so as soon as possible. Now,
we have also considered the possibility that such an event like a bus trip no longer
appeals to the Chapter membership. If this is so, your executive needs to hear from
you. We are fortunate enough to be in a position whereby we can explore and try out
new and/or different events; however we need ideas. The executive is willing to
explore alternatives or, if you'd like, new "traditions", assuming that there is a request
for them. So don't just sit there and quietly accept your issues of KEWA let us know
what you like and don't like about the Chapter, so that we can better service the needs
of the membership....Tommy the Trowel needs you!!!
EDITOR'S NOTE
This, the last issue of KEWA before we sign off for the summer season, fulfills
many requests made of us over the past few years. Back in the late 70's a couple of
features were established in KEWA, much to the delight of our readers. The first of
these was Tim Kenyon's series entitled Nineteenth Century Notes, a one-page report
providing some discussion and lots of great artwork on various aspects of nineteenth
century material culture and day-to-day life. The second series also consisted of onepage reports, this time on projectile point types from southern Ontario. Over the years
we've compiled 20 point Type pages, covering the whole range of prehistoric occupation.
Comments on both series, without exception, have always been favourable. The
Chapter executive is constantly receiving requests for back copies of each. Moreover,
we have also received letters of disappointment over the decline in appearance of these
series, the most notable of which appeared in KEWA 86-3, and, bemoaning the decline
in our point types, shamed the editorial staff by quoting Tennyson: "Science moves, but
slowly slowly, creeping from point to point." See what we have to put up with when we
fall behind!? It is our hope to rectify this drought. First, we hope to see a compiled
pamphlet of Nineteenth Century Notes put together at some point in the future. Of a
more immediate nature however, we have decided to devote this issue of KEWA to a
compilation of all our past point types, including one new addition. Also included here
is, for the first time, a list of authors for each point type, and a compiled bibliography
of references cited (or indirectly referred to).
During the process of compiling, sorting and printing all of these past types, we
realized that many point types still need to be represented. Where, for instance, is the
beautiful but rare Piano; the impressive Jack's Reef; the elegant Hind; or the ambiguous
Levanna? Thus, we hope that this issue of KEWA silences those despondent members
who thought that point types were a thing of the past, and rightly shuffles the guilt
onto Chapter members, who might now be inspired to contribute more point types. As
well, if we can get a suitable number of new additions, it may prove worthwhile to
combine our present set of point types with our additions and produce a point typology
pamphlet or book, something that the Ontario archaeological community has long
needed. It will also stop your editor from trying to service a need through the vice of
guilt, and from giving such long-winded "Notes"!

POINT TYPES IN KEWA, 1979-1987
Gainey Fluted
Barnes Fluted
Crowfield Fluted
Holcombe
Hi-Lo
Nettling
Breweton Corner-Notched
Genesee
Adder Orchard
Innes
Crawford Knoll
Meadowood
Meadowood Cache Blades
Vanport
Saugeen
Glen Meyer
Dewaele
Naticoke Triangular
Naticoke Notched
Daniels Triangular

84-7
84-6
84-5.5
86-7
81-2
80-2
81-8
81-7
87-5
82-5
80-3
80-5
80-5
80-1
79-9
82-1
82-3
81-4
81-3
81-1

Chris Ellis
Chris Ellis
Chris Ellis
Chris Ellis
Chris Ellis
Bill Fox
Ian Kenyon
Ian Kenyon
Neal Ferris & I. Kenyon
Paul Lennox
Ian Kenyon
Bill Fox
Ian Kenyon
Bill Fox
Ian Kenyon
Bill Fox
Bill Fox
Bill Fox
Bill Fox
Bill Fox

To mark the reproduction of all past point types in this issue, we have also reprinted
(79-7) a suitable cartoon from "Rood", another former regular contribution to KEWA.
Perhaps seeing this will give "Rood" a seed of an idea for further contributions!?

GAINEY FLUTED POINTS

SIZE: Measured points range from ca. 50-95 mm in length
(X = 68.4), 20-37 mm in width (X = 26.9), 6-8.5 mm in
thickness (X = 7.6) and 19 to 32 in basal width (X = 26.1).
Basal concavities tend to be deep (2-8.5; X = 4.9).

SHAPE: Gainey points lack fishtails. Although the lateral
basal edges can expand slightly from the base to a maximum
width around mid-point, the points are essentially parallelsided. The points are relatively wide but are somewhat
thick (width to thickness ratios ca. 3-4 to 1). Crosssections are of a marked biconvex form.
FLAKING: Flaking is very similar to that for Barnes points
given elsewhere in this series, including: parallelcollateral retouch; a tendency for single, long, parallel
sided flute removals, the presence of the Barnes finishing
technique and so on. Lateral basal edges are very heavily
ground such that in some cases, and in plan views, a
distinct "insetting" (almost a shoulder) is formed at the
juncture of the ground and unground areas.
RAW MATERIAL: Although some Gainey points are known on Collingwood chert, most
of this type tend to be on "southern" cherts including Onondaga from Ontario and
Upper Mercer, Flint Ridge and Tenmile Creek chert from Ohio.
DISTRIBUTION: These points definitely occur throughout southern Ontario,
southern Michigan and northern Ohio. Their distribution beyond this area is
unknown.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: No C-14 dates are available for Gainey points.
They are guess-dated to slightly more recent than 11,000 years ago.
REMARKS: The type site for these points is the Gainey site in south-central
Michigan investigated by Don Simons (1984). No major sites have yet to be
located or excavated in Ontario. Formerly these points were referred to as Bull
Brook points in the Great Lakes region (Roosa 1965).

BARNES FLUTED POINTS

S I Z E : Barnes points range from ca. 35-105 mm in length (x = 61.2)
15-25 mm in maximum width (x = 21.5), 3.5-8 mm in thickness
(X = 5 . 7 ) , and 14-20 mm in basal width (x = 17.4). Basal concavity
depth ranges from ca. 2-6 mm (x = 3.9).
S H A P E : Most points have "fishtails". Lateral base edges expand
moderately from the "waist" above the fishtail to a maximum width
at, or (if the point is largely unresharpened) just below midpoint. The points tend to be narrow and thick (width to thickness
ratios of ca. 3-4.5 to 1) with marked biconvex or lenticular
cross-sections.
F L A K I N G : The points exhibit well-executed parallel-collateral
flaking which terminates along the mid-line on each face. The
ridge formed by these terminations down the mid-line was used as a
guide for long (up to 80 mm), single, parallel-sided flutes. Flutes
tend to extend to the tip on one face and from 1/2 to 3/4 of length
on the other. There are never more than 2 flutes to a face. Often,
the base of the flute has been widened and the base thinned by the subsequent removal
of a single, short, broad flake (the "Barnes" finishing technique; see Roosa 1965).
Lateral basal edges and basal concavities are lightly ground.
RAW M A T E R I A L : In north southwestern to south-central Ontario, most points are made
on Collingwood (Fossil Hill formation) chert while in more southerly areas of Ontario,
Onondaga chert is common. In eastern Michigan most points are on Bayport chert, while
those in northern Ohio tend to be made on Tenmile Creek chert.
D I S T R I B U T I O N : Barnes points are diagnostic of the Parkhill industry or complex
which occurs in southern Ontario, eastern Michigan, northern Ohio and western New
York state.
AGE AND C U L T U R A L A F F I L I A T I O N S : No C-14 dates are available for Barnes points
but they are guess-dated to ca. 10,700 to 10,600 B.P. The points are somewhat similar
to Cumberland fluted points found farther south.
R E M A R K S : The Parkhill complex is probably the best known of all northeastern PaleoIndian complexes but little has yet been published. Major excavations have been
carried out at the Parkhill, Fisher and Thedford II sites in Ontario and the Barnes
site in Michigan. Sites of the complex are often associated with the strand!ine of
glacial Lake Alonquin.

CROWFIELD FLUTED POINTS
S_IZE: Crowfield points range from ca. 40-65 mm in length
(x = 54), 22 to 35 in maximum width (x = 30.8), 3-5 in thickness
(x = 4.6) and 13-23 (x = 17.9) in basal width. Basal concavities
are shallow (0.5-4; x = 2.1).
S H A P E : The points have small pointed ears and lack fishtails.
Lateral basal edges markedly expand from the base to a maximum
width around or (if the point is largely unresharpened) above,
mid-point. The points are very broad and thin (width to
thickness ratios of ca. 5-8 to 1) with very flat biconvex to
plano-convex cross-sections.

F L A K I N G : The points exhibit a collateral retouch which does not tend to consistently
terminate at any one point on the biface surface such as the mid-line. Because of
the oblique lateral basal edge orientation vis a vis the mid-line of the point,
retouch tends to be somewhat oblique from each edge (almost a "chevron" pattern)
near the base. The points are very well-fluted. Flutes tend to extend from 1/2 to
3/4 of point length and are often multiple (2 to 3 flutes to a face). The lateral
flute edges can expand markedly from the base. Bases are consistently finished
by a short, abrupt, parallel retouch in the basal concavity. Lateral basal edges
and concavities are lightly ground.
RAW M A T E R I A L : At the type site, Onondaga chert was predominantly used. However,
specimens from the type site and other areas of Ontario are on Collingwood (Fossil
Hill formation) chert.
D I S T R I B U T I O N : These points are found throughout the central to eastern Great
Lakes area. Some points from the Reagen site in Vermont (Ritchie,1953) may be
of this type.
AGE AND C U L T U R A L A F F I L I A T I O N : No C-14 dates are available for Crowfield
points. They are believed to be the latest fluted point form in the area and to
date to ca. 10,500-10,400 B.P.

R E M A R K S : Some points have resharpening which forms straight tip edges oblique
to the point mid-line. With the markedly expanding basal edges, this gives the points
a pentagonal or five-sided appearance. A few points which are probably specialized
"cutting" tools have distinct shoulders and more extensive resharpening on one lateral
edge. Crowfield points are best known from the type site west of London (Deller
and Ellis,
1984). However, other sites such as Udora (Storck,1982) have been
reported from south-central Ontario.

HOLCOMBE POINTS
(After Fitting et al. 1966; Roosa 1968; Wahla and DeVisscher 1969)
Size; Length = 34-68 mm (mean of 51.6); Width = 16-26 mm (21.6);
Thickness = 3-7 mm (4.9); Basal Width = 14-27 mm (18.8); Basal
Thinning Length = 4-29 mm (14.9).
Shape: Like Crowfield points described elsewhere in this series
(KEWA 84-5.5), these points have maximum width at or above midpoint, exhibit shallow « 4.5 mm) basal concavities, have small
ears and lack fishtails. Unlike Crowfield points, they never exhibit a shoulder on one lateral edge, exhibit lateral edges which
expand less markedly from the base, frequently have plano-convex
cross-sections, are narrower and more elongated in appearance and
are never pentagonal in outline shape, having smoothly convex lateral edges.
Flaking; Surface flaking consists of a shallow, narrow, parallel to collateral,
unpatterned retouch which does not consistently terminate at the mid-line. A
short, abrupt, unifacial retouch is applied to shape the basal concavity and, often,
to round the basal corners.
Bases are thinned by short, often multiple,
contracting to parallel-sided to expanding flake removals. Lateral basal edges
and basal concavities are lightly ground.
Raw Material; Holcombe points are known to have been made from Bayport, Ten
Mile Creek, Onondaga, Upper Mercer and Kettle Point cherts.
Distribution: These points definitely occur in southern Ontario and Michigan,
northern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania.
Age; Holcombe points are guess-dated to ca. 10,400 to 10,000 B.P.
Comments: The type site for Holcombe points is the Holcombe site in southeastern
Michigan (Fitting et al 1966). Only a few small sites and isolated finds are known
in Ontario. Holcombe points are probably the earliest unfluted point type to
appear in our area.
They are intermediate in form and technology (and
presumably age) between Crowfield and Hi-Lo points, and closely resemble
Midland/Plainview points of the western United States.

HI-LO POINTS
SIZE: Hi-Lo points range from 26-59mm in length,
18-29.5mm in width, and 6.5-llmm in thickness.
SHAPE: These lanceolate points have "eared" concave
haft elements, e x h i b i t i n g basal and lateral grinding
and basal facial t h i n n i n g usually attained by the
removal of one or more parallel-sided flakes. There
is considerable variability in blade shape, largely
due to resharpening. Unresharpened or little
resharpened points have excurvate blade edges with
maximum width and thickness at blade midpoint, a
biconvex to plano-convex cross-section and a slight
shoulder at the blade element-haft element juncture.
Resharpened points have straight to incurvate lateral
edges, maximum width and thickness at the top of the
lateral g r i n d i n g , a biconvex to "twisted" parallelogram
cross-section and l i t t l e or no shoulders.
FLAKING: Unresharpened specimens exhibit a well-executed collateral to rough
parallel flaking but resharpened points show little consistent pattern to
removals. 66% of the available sample exhibit edge beveling, predominantly
on the left and on alternate edges.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga, Haldimand and Kettle Point chert are the predominant
identifiable materials on Ontario sites.
DISTRIBUTION: Hi-Lo points are found throughout southwestern Ontario and
along the north shore of Lake Ontario. They also occur in Michigan,
Wisconsin, and possibly, Minnesota and Northern I l l i n o i s .
AGE & CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Hi-Lo points are considered tc be a late PaleoIndian point form. The combination of a lanceolate shape and a high incidence
of edge beveling occurs elsewhere only on Daltcn points (Chapman 1948), and
its regional variants such as San Patrice-Hope ( D u f f i e l d 1963). These forms
are dated between 10,500 and 9,500 B . P .
REMARKS: Point blade elements can be reworked into end scrapers and perforators
and are sometimes laterally notched.
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NETTLING POINTS
SIZE: These carefully made bifaces ranqe from 29-60mm.
in length, 17-35 mm. in width, 4-7mm. in thickness
and 10-20mm. in hafting width.

SHAPE: Trianguloid biface preforms were corner notched
to produce most Nettling points; however, notching can
rotate to basal in orientation. Lateral edge configuratio
is convex, with edge serration displayed on roughly 60%
of the specimens. Basal configuration varies from convex
to concave and cross-sections are lenticular.
FLAKING: The preform flake scars are broad and flat,
which produced a thin biface. Edge serrated pieces
display between 3 and 5 teeth per centimeter.
RAW MATERIAL: Some Nettling points are manufactured from local Onondaga or
Selkirk cherts, but the majority are of Ohio cherts; such as, Pipe Creek chert,
Flint Ridge chalcedony and a number of the Mercer Fm. varieties.
DISTRIBUTIONS: They are found in small numbers at least as far north as
latitude 44° in Southwestern Ontario and are most common in the northwestern
Erie drainage basin.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Nettlina points are similar in form to Early
Archaic Palmer points described by Coe (1964), the Cyoress Creek points
described by Lewis and Lewis (1961) and to Broyles (1971) Charleston Corner
Notched and certain of her Kirk series. Boyles1 dates for the St. Albans
site and recent dates from the Carolinas (J. Mueller, pers. comm.) suggest
that these points were in use some time between 7500 and 8000 B.C.
REMARKS: As with most biface forms, many specimens are extensively reworked.
Certain of them display one convex and one concave lateral edae, suggesting
a cutting (knife) function. This biface form seems to be one of the earliest
Archaic styles to reach Ontario.
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BREWERTON CORNER-NOTCHED POINTS
SIZE: Size is quite variable. Most specimens fall within
the following ranges: length, 30-55 mm.; maximum width,
20-40 mm.; hafting width, 10-22 mm.; thickness, 6-11 mm.
SHAPE: The blades usually have convex lateral margins;
some specimens have straight or concave margins but
these are mostly re-worked and re-sharpened points.
Typically the bases are straight or slightly convex.
The hafting modification ranges from basally notched
to almost side-notched — in fact, they tend to
intergrade in form with the Brewerton Side-Notched
points. In cross-section the points are often
biconvex, but, owing to variable workmanship, they
may be plano-convex or otherwise asymmetric.
FLAKING: The quality of workmanship varies. Most bases are slightly to
heavily ground.
RAW MATERIAL: The raw material is usually Onondaga chert.
DISTRIBUTION: Brewerton Corner-Notched points are found throughout.much of
eastern North" America, although reported under a variety of more-or-less
synonymous type names.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: This type was named by William Ritchie (1961),
who regards it as a minor point type in the Brewerton phase of the Laurentian
tradition; however, corner-notched points of similar form, size and age
are found in many non-Laurentian Archaic complexes in the Eastern Woodlands.
Archaic corner-notched points have a long history but they seem to be most
popular between 2500 and 3500 B.C. At the Morrison's Island-6 site on the
Ottawa River, Brewerton Side- and Corner-Notched points have been carbon
dated to 2750 - 150 B.C. by Clyde Kennedy. Closer to home, Brian Deller
has found water-rolled corner-notched points in the Thedford embayment by
Like Huron: the chronology of Huron basin water levels suggests a date of
about 2500 B.C., or earlier, for Deller's specimens.
REMARKS: Many of the larger Brev/erton Corner-Notched "points" may well
have functioned as knives. It is not uncommon to find specimens having
their distal ends retouched into scraper edges (see bottom right).
3
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GENESEE POINTS
SIZE: Genesee points range in length from 45-115 mm; in
part, this wide variation is due to resharping and
repointing (e.g. the stubby bladed point illustrated in
the bottom right). Widths vary from 25-60 mm, most
falling between 30 and 45 mm. Stem widths range from
15-28 mm although most specimens measure between 20 and
25 mm. Maximum thickness ranges from 7-13 mm.
SHAPE: Blade configuration is variable: convex shapes
are the most common. Concavo-convex (ogival) blades are
found, particularly in the Niagara Peninsula. Stems are
straight sided, but some specimens have stems that are
somewhat expanding or contracting. Bases are usually
slightly concave. Cross-sections are lenticular.

FLAKING: The flaking is usually well executed. The primary
retouching, which entirely covers both faces, consists of
wide, expanding flake scars. Secondary or marginal retouchinc
is used where it is required to produce an even, sharp edge.
The sides of the stem and the base often display slight
grinding (or haft wear) but this is rarely as pronounced as it is in many Paleo-Indian and
earlier Archaic points.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert is the most popular material, especially near outcrop sources
in the Grand River - Niagara Peninsula area. In the Lake Huron and St. Clair drainages,
Kettle Point chert and coarse-grained rocks (particularly greywacke) are commonly used.
DISTRIBUTION: In southwestern Ontario, most Genesees are found in the Carolinian biotic
orovince.

AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Late Archaic. The Ontario Genesee points probably date to
sometime between 1900 and 1400 B.C. The one available carbon date for southwestern Ontario
is 1830 B.C. (from the Ausable River). Similar stemmed, broad-bladed points (sometimes
called "broadpoints" or "broadspears") are found widely over the Eastern U.S. during the
second millenium B.C.

REMARKS: Many of the points were produced from a distinctive five-sided or pentagonal preform.
The specimens made from greywacke and similar "rough" rocks are usually called "Satchel!"
points by archaeologists working in Michigan.

ADDER ORCHARD POINTS
(Kenyon 1983)
Size: Point measurements from the Adder Orchard site are:
Length - 41-78mm (mean of 59.3); Shoulder Width = 19-38mm
(28.4); Stem Width = 16-27mm (22.7); Base Width = 15-24mm
(19.7); Blade Length = 26-54mm (40.0); Shoulder Height = 14-27mm
(19.6); Stem Length = 12-26mm (17.4); Thickness = 7-15mm (10.0).
Shape:: Adder Orchard stemmed points have narrow lanceolate
blades, and are distinctive by their excurvate blade shape - the
point of maximum width usually being well above the shoulder.
Shoulders tend to flare out slightly from the stem. Occasionally
these points are marked by a slight spur which projects laterally
from the base. Stems are parallel-sided to contracting in shape.
Flaking: Flaking is usually well executed. Primary retouching
consists of wide, expanding flake scars. Secondary or marginal
retouching is used where it is required to produce an even, sharp
edge. Stems are often lightly ground or rubbed, but not to the
degree visible on many Paleo'-Indian and'earlier Archaic points.
Raw Material: At the Adder Orchard site, points from Kettle Point chert represent 58%
of the collection. Onondaga Chert is represented in about a third of the specimens,
while only two points were made from greywacke (Kenyon 1983).
Distribution: Adder Orchard points are found in southwestern Ontario, most notably from
the Ausable Valley in the southeastern Huron basin.
Age and Cultural Affiliation; Late Archaic. Similar points have been found at the
Pinegrove Cemetery in Michigan, which has C-14 dates of 1060 B.C. and 1355 B.C.
(Simons 1972). A C-14 date from Adder Orchard of 1900 •+ 90 B.C. is also considered
acceptable (Kenyon 1983). These points probably date between 2000 and 1000 B.C.
These points represent a distinct type related to the "Christmas Tree" points of the
Satchell complex (Kenyon 1980b). Adder Orchards are also similar to Springtown points
in Ohio, which have been mistakenly identified as being Piano (Prufer and Baby 1963).
Remarks: It has been suggested (Kenyon 1983: 11) that Adder Ochard points may be
slightly later than the broad-bladed "Christmas Tree" Satchell/Genesee points, and may
represent an evolving regional varient. While points evolving from Genesee's in the
east (Niagara Penninsula and New York) retain a basic trianguloid blade shape, through
time their stems become more contracted and shorter. Adder Orchard points, on the
other hand, appear to represent a western varient, for which long, parallel sided stems
are retained, but whose blades become increasingly narrower and more excurvate.

INNES POINTS

SIZE: Innes points may be described_as medium sized points
ranging from 32 to 50_mm in length (x = 39.5 mm), 17 to 31
mm in maximum width (x = 21.9 mm) - usually corresponding to
shoulder width, and from 5 to 8 mm in thickness (x = 6.3 mm).
SHAPE: In outline, the points have convex lateral blade edges,
slightly sloping to slightly barbed shoulders and an expanding
stem base with a convex to straight basal edge. In cross
section lenticular forms are most common.
FLAKING: Innes points tend to be coarsely flaked, but the
primary shaping of the point rarely leaves any broad surfaces
unscared. Marginal secondary retouch is usually discontinous,
being used primarily to remove edge sinousity. One of the more
notable characteristics of these points is their basal grinding, which often extends up the lateral edges of the stem.

RAW MATERIAL: At the type site Onondaga chert is the predominate material type
used, though Kettle Point chert and (Pennsylvania?) jasper examples were also noted.
DISTRIBUTION: Innes points are amongst the numerous Archaic forms which have received little attention in the literature. As with many of the other styles, their
lack of outstanding formal characteristics inhibits their recognition amongst
mixed assemblages of more classic types. Aside from those 40 points and point
fragments from the type site a few kilometers west of Brantford Ontario, other examples are reported from the Grand River drainage and westward in Southwestern
Ontario. Examples from the Butterfield site in Bay County Michigan (Wobst, 1968)
are also notable.
AGE & CULTURE AFFILIATIONS: Charcoal samples from the Innes type site are presently being prepared for submission for radiocarbon dating. A Late Archaic date
of c. 1000 to 2000 B.C. is expected.

REMARKS: Innes points exhibit formal similarities and probable temporal affinities
to Late Archaic Crawford Knoll points (Kewa 80-3), to the Haldimand complex at the
Bruce Boyd site (Spence and Fox, 1979; Spence, Williamson and Dawkins, 1978) and
to an unnamed Late Archaic manifestation at the Butterfield site in Michigan
(Wobst, 1965). With regard to these affinities, Innes points are longer and slight!
wider. Basal grinding is also noted at the Butterfield site and only rarely occurs
at Crawford Knoll. Similarities are also noted with points classified as Brewerton
and Feeheley points in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan (Kinsey, 1972; Fitting, 1970
and particularly with some of the Pennsylvania variants of Perkiomen broadspears
(Kinsey, 1972); all of which display similar forms and are often basally ground,
but tend to be wider than Innes points.
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CRAWFORD KNOLL POINTS
SIZE: Crawford Knoll points range from 25-40 mm. in lenath, 15-20 mm.
in maximum width, 7-12 mm. in haftinq width and 4-8 mm. in thickness.
Most of the points cluster at the small end of the stated length and
width ranges.
SHAPE: In outline the points have convex lateral edges; bases range
from convex to straiaht. The hafting element varies from side notched
to expanding stemmed. Cross-sections are usually biconvex but in some
specimens they are almost bitrianaular.

FLAKING: The workmanship is quite variable: some points are well finished (for example,
the "type" specimen in the upper corner of this page) but others are rather crudely made
with asymmetrical outlines. The points are made in two different ways: most are
manufactured with the "classic" bifacial reduction technique but some are just marginal!}
retouched flakes. At the Crawford Knoll site, there are preforms from both production
techniques. The bases are rarely ground.
RAW MATERIAL: At the Crawford Knoll site, Kettle Point (Port Franks) chert is the
predominant raw material.

DISTRIBUTION: This description is based on points from the Crawford Knoll site near the
St. Clair River delta, Kent Co. Little specific information is available about the
distribution of this type elsewhere in Ontario (see the REMARKS section below for a
discussion of possibly related material). One reason for this paucity of information
is that Crawford Knoll points are small and rather variable in form; they are simply
not as conspicuous in surface collections as more distinctive types (Meadowoods or
Genesees, for example).
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: While the type site is as yet undated, Crawford Knoll
points are presumed to belong to the Late Archaic period. They should date somewhere
between c. 1500 and 500 B.C.
REMARKS: There are two excavated sites in southwestern Ontario which have produced
points similar to the ones found at Crawford Knoll. At the Knechtel I site in Bruce Co.
J.V. Wrioht excavated a Late Archaic assemblage which contained small notched points of
quite variable form. The carbon dates for Knechtel are 1740, 1300, 1090 and 938 B.C.
At the Bruce Boyd site in Norfolk Co. (Ont. Arch. Pub. No.29) burials were associated
with artifact offerings from both the Meadowood (Early Woodland) and "Haldimand"
complexes. The Haldimand points strongly resemble the Crawford Knoll specimens.
There is a 520 B.C. date for the Bruce Boyd site. The presently available evidence
suggests that Crawford Knoll points and related forms are characteristic of the
indigenous terminal Archaic peoples of southwestern Ontario. These small, notched
points do not seem to be very closely related to contemporaneous cultures to the east
in New York State (e.g. the Susquehanna tradition). Crawford Knoll points, however,
may be related to forms used by groups in the American Midwest. The Late Archaic
Riverton culture of Illinois has two point types, Merom expanding stem and Trimble
side notched, which are similar in both size and shape to Crawford Knoll points.
The Riverton culture sites have carbon dates which ranae between 1600 and 1100 B.C.

MEADfWOOD POINTS
SIZE: These bifaces range between 40 and 70 mm. in maximum
length, 18 and 28 mm. in width, 4 to 7 mm. in thickness and
14 to 20 mm. in inter-notch breadth.
SHAPE: Both the lateral and basal edge configurations are
usually convex; however, bases are straight on occasion.
Side notches which are aligned perpendicular to the biface
long axis or at times angled toward the tip characterize
the hafting element. Cross sections have a flattened
lenticular bi-convex form.

tools.
use of
(1965)
in New

FLAKING: While the patterning is irregular, Meadowood
bifaces display distinctive flat flake scars which allow
production of these relatively thin, smooth surfaced
Removal of wide, thin biface retouch flakes is facilitated through the
a soft pressure flaking tool, and it is perhaps significant that Ritchie
recovered a native copper flaker from the Muskalonge Lake Meadowood grave
York.

RAW MATERIAL: Virtually all Meadowood bifaces are manufactured of Onondaga chert,
but an occasional specimen of Kettle Point chert has been documented.
DISTRIBUTION: These bifaces occur throughout Southwestern Ontario, from Bruce
County in the north to Essex County in the west and into New York State to the
east.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Meadowood l!points" are the best known and most
easily recognized biface form of the Early Woodland period in Southwestern Ontario.
The Bruce Boyd site date of 520 B.C. (Spence et al., 1978) is assumed to pertain
to this tool form and compares well with I. Kenyon's 530 B.C. date for an Early
Woodland Vinette I vessel in the Ausable River drainage. Early radio-carbon dates
in New York State range as far back as 998 B.C.
REMARKS: This distinctive biface tool form often occurs in mortuary caches
(Spence, 1978 and Williamson, 1978), but is also widely distributed on small
camp and Onondaga chert quarry sites (Jamieson, 1979). Most appear to have
been manufactured in the vicinity of Onondaga chert outcrops/quarries and
then transported in considerable numbers throughout Southwestern Ontario,
where they were accepted by a variety of groups participating in locally
developed Late Archaic tool production systems.
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MEADOWOOD CACHE BLADES
SIZE: Meadowood cache blades range from about 45 to 90 mm.
in length, although most fall between 50 and 75 mm. Maximum
width ranges from 20 to 40 mm., but 25-35 mm. is typical.
Maximum thickness is usually between 4.0 and 7.0 mm.
SHAPE: Typically the cache blades have convex lateral margins
and convex bases. A notable feature is their flattened
lenticular (biconvex) cross-section. The width of the cache
blades tends to be quite standardized, but length varies
considerably. Accordingly, their breadth-to-length ratio
displays high variability (although within a site it may
be fairly uniform): some cache blades have rather squat
proportions, like the one illustrated here, others may
have long, graceful outlines.
FLAKING: Meadowood cache blades are excellently made. They have symmetrical
outlines and cross-sections; also, their faces display notably flat flake scars.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert.
DISTRIBUTION: Meadowood cache blades are found throughout Southwestern Ontario.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: The cache blades are characteristic of the
Early Woodland Meadowood culture. There is a 520 B.C. carbon date for the
Bruce Boyd site near Long Point. In New York, sites with cache blades have
carbon dates as early as 998 B.C.
REMARKS: Cache blades are so named because they have often been found in
large caches associated with burials. These bifaces also occur on habitation
sites. Most "cache blades" are in fact blanks for the side notched Meadowood
points. The blanks were made in the Niagara Peninsula and western New York
State where the Onondaga chert outcrops. From there, the cache blades were
distributed over much of the Northeast.
In Michigan, there is a similar biface type, the Pomranky point.
It, too, is often found in mortuary caches; Pomranky noints ar«? about the
same ape as the Meadowood cache blades. Pomranky points are made of Michigan
cherts and they tend to be smaller than Meadowoods: typically Pomrankys are
35-50 mm. in length and 18-25 mm. in width.
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VANPORT POINTS
SIZE: It should be understood that the Vanport points
are often extensively re-worked. With this in mind,
their maximum length, width, thickness and hafting
width ranges are 60-85 mm., 33-49 mm., 5-8 mm and
17-28 mm., respectively.

SHAPE: Vanport points are identical in form to the
Hanker stemmed and corner-notched bifaces described
by Montet-White (1968). Manker bifaces are produced
from ovate preforms; however, the terms ovate-acuminate
and trianguloid could be applied with equal accuracy.
Initial lateral and basal edge configurations are
probably slightly convex, while cross-sections are
lenticular.
FLAKING: Original production flake scars on Vanport
point preforms are broad and flat. Usually, the
flakes feathered out to produce a relatively smooth, flat surface.
RAW MATERIAL: All Vanport points are manufactured from "Flint Ridge chalcedony"
usually, of the cream to slightly bluish colour variant.
DISTRIBUTION: These points occur regularly throughout the Thames and north Erie
shore/Niagara Peninsula drainages, but become more sporadic in their distribution
as one proceeds north along the Lake Huron shore - one was recovered from the
Thede site (Finlayson, 1977).
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Vanport points are morphologically related to the
Bayport and Dongola chert Norton corner-notched points described by Griffin and
Flanders (1970) recovered from Mounds C and H. Three radio-carbon dates for
the mounds suggest a date of A.D./B.C. to 200 A.D. for Vanport points, which
is consistent with Montet-White's age assessment (1968). These points were
probably manufactured by Hopewellian peoples in Ohio and imported by local
Middle Woodland groups in Southwestern Ontario.
REMARKS: Vanport points probably functioned as knives, rather than projectile
points, but the requisite wear analyses needed to determine function have not
been undertaken. These large, attractive bifaces obviously were valued by the
the local Native groups who imported them and consequently, they often exhibit
extensive re-sharpening/reworking affecting their blade form. It is not unusual
for specimens to display steeply retouched concave lateral edges.
CM

SAUGEEN POINTS
SIZE: Typically Saugeen points range from 40-60 mm. in
length, 20-30 mm. in maximum width, 15-22 mm. in hafting
width and 7-10 mm. in thickness.
SHAPE: Generally these'points are madeon trianguloid
preforms which may have either convex or straight
lateral margins and either convex or straight bases.
The hafting modification varies from side notched to
expanding stemmed. In cross-section the points may
be biconvex (lenticular) but are often bitriangular
(diamond shaped) especially in reworked specimens.
FLAKING: Saugeen points tend to be coarsely made the flakes scars are irregular and hinge fractures
are common; in outline the points are frequently
assymetrical; the thickness/width ratio is rather
high (.30 - .40).
RAW MATERIAL: Local cherts tend to be preferred. In the Lake Huron drainage,
Kettle Point (Port Franks) chert is'common but in the Lake Erie drainage
Onondaga chert is dominant.
DISTRIBUTION: In southwestern Ontario, these points are common in the Lake
Huron drainage (especially the Saugeen, Maitland and Ausable rivers) and
are found south to the central Lake Erie shoreline.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: This type is the characteristic point form of
the Middle Woodland Saugeen culture. They should date to somewhere between
circa. 500 B.C. and A.D. 500 with most of them falling in the last half of
this time range.
REMARKS: Related point types are found in other Middle Woodland cultures in
the central Great Lakes and Mississippi drainages. In Michigan, the Middle
Woodland levels of the Schultz site have "large expanding stemmed points"
(made from the local Bayport chert) which are very similar in both form
and size to the Saugeen points. There are several Hopewellian types which
are morphologically similar to Saugeen points; namely Steuben Stemmed, Mankers
Stemmed and Mankers Corner Notched. In Ontario these Hopewellian types are
found occasionally; they can be distinguished from Saugeen points since the
Hopewellian forms are made from exotic cherts, especially Flint Ridge (Ohio).
I
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GLEN MEYER POINTS
SIZE: These biface points range from 30-59 mm in length,
16-27 mm in width and 4-6 mm in thickness.
SHAPE: The lateral edges of these triangular points can
vary from concave to convex, but the modal configuration
is convex. Bases are always concave and oblique to the
long axis. In certain cases, the obliqueness is exaggerated
to form a pronounced uni-lateral barb.
FLAKING: Bifacial retouch is irregular and may cover both
faces; nevertheless, some specimens are simply edge retouched
on the second face.
RAH MATERIAL: Most Glen Meyer points were manufactured from Onondaga chert;
however, Kettle Point chert was utilized by some of the more westerly groups.
DISTRIBUTIONS: They are found scattered across Southwestern Ontario from the
Niagara Escarpment and Peninsula to the east to Lambton County in the west,
and primarily within the Carolinian biotic province.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: These triangular points are characteristic
of the western Early Ontario Iroquois, but do occur on sites dating as early
as the eighth century. They continue in use until c. 1300 A.D.

REMARKS: Glen Meyer points are produced on flake blanks and vary from roughly
equilateral to lenticular isoceles in form. The latter shape is quite distinctive
with the barbed lateral margin often being concave, so that these long points may
someday be defined as a separate type. The exaggerated assymetric forms can be
further enhanced by a shouldered barb and Noble (1975) refers to certain of the
barbed specimens as Glen Meyey Spurred.
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DEWAELE POINTS

•

SIZE: These notched bifaces range from 29-59 mm in length, 14-22 mm
in width, 4-7 mm in thickness and display inter-notch widths varying
from 8 to 16 mm.
SHAPE: Blade edges are convex, while the base can be convex to concave
in form. The modal basal edge configuration is convex. Hafting elements
vary from side notched to expanding stemmed, depending on the size of
notches. A lenticular bi-convex blade cross-section is the norm.
FLAKING: Most DeWaele points are characterized by flat, expanding flake
patterns; however, hinged flake terminations are not uncommon. Although
complete bifacial retouch obscures the evidence, it does appear likely
that these points were manufactured from flake blanks.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert.
DISTRIBUTION: DeWaele points are found from western Middlesex and Elgin Counties to
at least as far east as the Duffins Creek drainage, east of Toronto.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: This Glen Meyer point "form occurs as a minority type
on sites dating from c.850-1250 A.D.
REMARKS: While the origin of the DeWaele point form is obscure (it may have developed
out of the earlier "Raccoon side notched" type), there is little doubt that this
Iroquoian notched biface evolves into the later Middleport Notched and Nanticoke
Notched forms. The Onondaga chert DeWaele bifaces have much in common with the
Nanticoke Notched type, in that they are often reworked as drills and may have had
a wider range of functions than contemporary triangular point forms. Similarly,
these bifaces were also exported to the east, where they are reported on Pickering
villages such as the Miller site.
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MNTICOKE TRIANGULAR POINTS
SIZE: Nanticoke Triangular points range from 27-53 mm in
length, 11-22 mm in width and 3-7 mm in thickness. The
majority are between 30 and 45 mm in length.
SHAPE: The modal lateral edge configuration is convexs
but it can vary to straight or concave, while the base
is usually concave. Convex bases do occur commonly.
FLAKING: Irregular complete bifacial flaking characterizes
the majority of these points; however, some examples display
total secondary retouch over one face and only edge retouch
on the other.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert was the favoured material for their production,
but some Kettle Point and Selkirk specimens have been recorded.
DISTRIBUTION: These triangular points are found from Kent County in the west
to east of Toronto and north into Simcoe county.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Nanticoke Triangular points were in use among
prehistoric Neutral and Huron groups between c.1400-1600 A.D. As with the
Nanticoke Notched form, most were manufactured by Neutral knappers; however,
some appear to have been produced from Onondaga chert on certain Southern
Division Huron villages.
REMARKS: This long isosceles triangular form may have continued in vogue to
the east slightly longer than among the Neutral to the west, as it occurs on
village sites such as Beetcn and McKenzie. Nanticoke Triangular points are
so similar in size and shape to the Nanticoke Notched form that many may
have been intended as preforms for the latter.
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NANTICOKE NOTCHED POINTS
SIZE: These points range in length from 24-55 mm, width 12-22 mm
and thickness 3-7 mm, while the range of breadth between notches
is 5-12 mm.
SHAPE: Both lateral edges are usually convex, but may be straight
or concave, depending on re-sharpening. Basal edge configuration
ranges from convex to concave and cross-sections are lenticular
bi-convex. The side notches can vary from deep and narrow to the
shallow and wide variants characteristic of many late specimens.
Nanticoke Notched points are simply side notched isosceles
triangular preforms.
FLAKING: Irregular complete bifacial flaking characterizes the
majority of these points; however, some examples display total
secondary retouch over one face and only edge retouch on the
other.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert is the predominant raw material, however a number
of specimens were manufactured of Kettle Point chert.
DISTRIBUTION: Nanticoke Notched points are distributed throughout southwestern
Ontario. They have been found as far east as the St. Lawrence valley and Jefferson
County,.New York, and occur commonly as far north as the south shore of Georgian
Bay.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: This point form was in use among Ontario Iroquoian
groups from c. 1400 - 1550 A.D. The vast majority were manufactured by prehistoric
Neutral craftsmen, often at Onondaga chert outcrops workshop sites, and some
appear to have been produced "in house" on the Parsons and Draper Southern
Division Huron villages. Nanticoke Notched points have been recorded on many
prehistoric Northern Division Huron - Ridley's (1952) Lalonde points - and some
St. Lawrence Iroquois villages, as well as non-Iroquoian sites in far southwestern
Ontario, such as the Weiser village (Fox, 1980).
REMARKS: It is not unusual to find these bifaces reworked as drills and it may be
that future wear analysis will show these points to have had a wider range of
functions than the contemporary Nanticoke Triangular form.
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DANIELS TRIANGULAR POINTS
SIZE: These generally small bifaces ranpe from 17-41 mm. in
length, 9-27 mm.in width and 3-7 mm. in thickness.

SHAPE: The modal lateral edge configuration of these triangula*
points is convex, while the base is usually concave. However,
both the lateral and basal edges can be convex, straight or
concave, or any combination o^ these. Cross-sections are
primarily bi-convex and lenticular.
FLAKING: There is a great variation in secondary flake scar
attributes and distribution over these bifaces; however, the patterning is
usually irregular and totally bifacial. Some specimens may exhibit only
edge retouching on one or both faces.
RAW MATERIAL: The majority of the Daniels Triangular points are manufactured
of Onondaga chert, although some Ancaster, Niagara and Kettle Point chert
specimens have been recorded.
DISTRIBUTIONS: These points occur throughout the Niagara Peninsula and the
middle to lower Grand River drainage, as well as the Hamilton vicinity and
northeast to the Milton area. They have also been recovered from several
village sites in Chatham.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Daniels Triangular points characterize the
Neutral Confederacy from c.1550 A.D. until their mid-seventeenth century
dispersal. They appear to date earlier on the Chatham area villages and
are closely analooous to Ritchie's (1971) Madison points from Mew York
State.
REMARKS: These small triangular bifaces were manufactured on flake blanks
and probably served primarily as arrowpoints. Their variable form suggests
that little time was expended in the manufacture of these points, which
are usually abundant on late proto-historic and historic period Neutral
villages.
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Summer Field Excavations at the Van Bemmel Site
DON'T FORGET! For those members who wish to get their hands dirty, backs
sore, and brains addled, the Van Bemmel execavations are now running on most
weekends. Anyone who'd like to go down to Chatham for a day, or would like to come
up from the Windsor Chapter way, are more than welcome. Please phone Neal Ferris at
(519) 433-8401 during week days to find out when the next excavation day is on.
Transportation can be provided from London, large groups can be accomodated, and
special weekend-long camping outings can be arranged. Both seasoned veterans and
fresh novices are welcome.
Come on out and enjoy the real field pleasures of
archaeology!
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